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Abstract

The emerging video LMMs (Large Multimodal Models) have achieved significant
improvements on generic video understanding in the form of VQA (Visual Question
Answering), which mainly focuses on raw videos captured with cameras. However,
a large portion of videos in real-world applications are edited videos, e.g., users
usually cut and add effects/modifications to the raw video before publishing it
on social media platforms. The edited videos usually have high view counts but
they are not covered in existing benchmarks of video LMMs, i.e., ActivityNet-QA,
or VideoChatGPT benchmark. In this paper, we leverage the edited videos on
a popular short video platform, i.e., TikTok, and build a video VQA benchmark
(named EditVid-QA) covering four typical editing categories, i.e., effect, funny,
meme, and game. Funny and meme videos benchmark nuanced understanding and
high-level reasoning, while effect and game evaluate the understanding capability
of artificial design. Most of the open-source video LMMs perform poorly on the
EditVid-QA benchmark, indicating a huge domain gap between edited short videos
on social media and regular raw videos. To improve the generalization ability
of LMMs, we collect a training set for the proposed benchmark based on both
Panda-70M/WebVid raw videos and small-scale TikTok/CapCut edited videos,
which boosts the performance on the proposed EditVid-QA benchmark, indicating
the effectiveness of high-quality training data. We also identified a serious issue
in the existing evaluation protocol using the GPT-3.5 judge, namely a "sorry"
attack, where a sorry-style naive answer can achieve an extremely high rating from
the GPT judge, e.g., over 4.3 for correctness score on VideoChatGPT evaluation
protocol. To avoid the "sorry" attacks, we evaluate results with GPT-4 judge and
keyword filtering. The datasets will be released for academic purposes only.

1 Introduction

Video has become the major form of media for daily information sharing, while video understanding
[35] remains challenging due to the highly diverse and complex video content in real-world applica-
tions. The rapid expansion of social media platforms has not only accelerated the growth of online
videos but also introduced new challenges, i.e., understanding artifactual patterns (e.g., effects) or
high-level concepts (e.g., funny) requires strong background knowledge and reasoning ability.

Recent advancement of video LMMs (Large Multimodal Models) [22, 21, 25, 20] shows exciting zero-
shot performance on video VQA (Visual Question Answering) with high potential for understanding
edited videos. However, the video LMMs are primarily benchmarked [25] on regular videos and none
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Model GPT Judge EditVid-QA VideoChatGPT

Effect Funny Meme Game CI DO CU TU CO

LLaMA-VID [20] GPT-3.5 15.9 / 2.0 31.9 / 2.4 21.6 / 2.2 36.0 / 2.4 2.8 2.9 3.1 2.5 2.6
GPT-4V-Azure [26] GPT-3.5 55.4 / 3.2 66.9 / 3.2 89.1 / 4.0 82.9 / 3.6 3.6 3.3 3.4 3.4 3.3
Sorry Attack GPT-3.5 38.1 / 1.6 56.6 / 2.4 57.3 / 2.4 64.0 / 2.7 4.4 3.2 3.7 4.7 0.1

LLaMA-VID [20] GPT-4 6.6 / 0.59 29.0 / 1.6 15.4 / 1.1 11.5 / 0.9 2.2 2.2 2.6 1.9 2.3
GPT-4V-Azure [26] GPT-4 44.6 / 2.3 49.3 / 2.5 80.6 / 4.1 61.8 / 3.0 2.5 2.6 2.8 1.6 2.6
Sorry Attack GPT-4 0.0 / 0.0 0.0 / 0.0 0.0 / 0.0 0.0 / 0.0 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 2.12

Table 1: The performance on the proposed EditVid-QA and VideoChatGPT [25] benchmarks w/
different GPT judges. An example of "Sorry Attack" answer is :"Sorry, I can’t help with identifying
or making assumptions about content in videos". The abbreviations CI, DO, CU, TU, CO denote
correctness of information, detail orientation, context understanding, temporal understanding, and
consistency. The performance is reported in the form of x/y indicating accuracy and score from GPT
judge.

of the existing datasets contains evaluation or training data for understanding typical edited videos on
social media platforms in the form of VQA likely due to three challenges. 1) It is difficult to generate
accurate VQA ground truth for evaluation of edited videos, e.g., even powerful industrial LMMs like
GPT-4V [26] perform poorly on some video categories (Table 1). Some concepts like "funny" and
"meme" are challenging even for human beings. 2) Given the model prediction and ground-truth
answer, it is hard to evaluate the performance with automatic metrics. The predominant evaluation
metrics [25] in video LMM literature are the accuracy and score in the range of [0, 5] generated by the
GPT-3.5 judge. However, we find that a naive sorry-style answer, denoted as "sorry attack", achieves
extremely high scores on most GPT-3.5-based metrics (Table 1), which often occurs in the prediction
of GPT-4V. GPT-3.5 judge might be biased toward certain patterns of answers which could be used
as a shortcut for other models. This issue can be mostly addressed by using GPT-4 as the judge. 3)
It is expensive and challenging to generate large-scale instruction-following data for edited videos,
as common annotators are not trained with the required background expertise. Industrial LMMs
like GPT-4V also have a relatively low accuracy on some video categories. The three challenges for
building benchmarks for edited videos remain untouched in previous LMM literature.

In this paper, we propose a new video VQA benchmark, EditVid-QA, as a complement to existing
video LMM benchmarks toward understanding typical edited videos on social media platforms. We
address the three challenges by collecting new evaluation data, building rectified evaluation metrics,
and generating new training data. 1) We focus on four popular categories of edited videos in the
evaluation set, i.e., effect, funny, meme, and game. Source videos for "effect" are manually rendered
with an off-the-shelf effect tool and raw videos from ImageNet-Vid [8, 32]. The other categories
are public videos collected from a popular social media platform, i.e., TikTok. The evaluation set is
relatively small but fully annotated by editing experts with GPT-4V assistance so that the ground-truth
question-answer (QA) pairs are highly accurate. 2) To avoid the sorry attack or potential bias of
GPT-3.5 judge, we adopt GPT-4 as judge and apply keyword filtering to remove all the answers with
"sorry" or "apologize". We benchmark state-of-the-art methods on both the proposed EditVid-QA
and VideoChatGPT evaluation set with the rectified metrics. We observe inconsistency in relative
performance between different methods, implying the necessity of improving the evaluation metrics.
3) To further boost the performance on the EditVid-QA dataset, we adopt GPT-4V to generate a
high-quality training set with source videos from existing datasets, i.e. WebVid [5] and Panda-70M
[7]. We also manually annotate a small-scale training set with GPT-4V assistance using similar
TikTok videos as the evaluation set with no overlap. Experiments show a significant performance
boost on EditVid-QA benchmark when extra training data is used in addition to existing training data,
i.e., VideoChatGPT [25]. We summarize our contributions as follows:

• We propose a new benchmark for understanding edited videos, i.e., EditVid-QA, as a complement
to existing video LMM benchmarks. It contains high-quality evaluation and training data to
facilitate the research about edited videos from social media.

• We observe a serious issue with the existing GPT-3.5-based evaluation protocol and propose an
alternative solution. We benchmark state-of-the-art methods on both the proposed EditVid-QA and
VideoChatGPT datasets with the rectified evaluation metrics.
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2 Related Work

Video Understanding. Early video understanding literature mainly focuses on action recognition
[34, 17], which classifies the input video frames with hand-crafted features [24] or neural networks
[13, 12, 9]. Recent works apply large-scale pre-training to learning generic video representation
[10, 27] so that they can be fine-tuned to tackle diverse downstream tasks. However, every task
requires specific training data for fine-tuning, which is hard to generalize to real-world scenarios.
Large Multimodal Models. Recent advancements in large multimodal models [26, 22] show
high potential for tackling diverse understanding tasks with one model in a zero-shot inference
paradigm. One of the pre-dominant open-source LMMs, LLaVA [22], applies visual instruction
tuning on pre-trained vision encoders and LLMs with a high-quality dataset. VideoChatGPT [25]
proposes a 100K video instruction tuning data and a spatial-temporal pooling architecture for video
LMMs. The training data is created using videos from ActivityNet [6] with manually annotated
captions, and GPT-3.5 is adopted for the final QA pairs generation. Video-LLaVA [21] extends
LLaVA for video understanding by adopting the LanguageBind [39] as a pre-alignment for image
and video encoders. VideoChat [18] proposes 11K video instruction data for detailed description
and conversion based on GPT-4. LLaMA-vid [20] proposes to extract only two tokens from each
frame with context information from the text query. The recent MVBench [19] proposes a new
evaluation benchmark for video LMMs in the form of multiple choice QA and a strong video LMM
named VideoChat2. Predominant evaluation protocols for video LMMs are still based on GPT
judge and video VQA benchmarks, e.g., VideoChatGPT [25], ActivityNet-QA [37], MSVD-QA [36],
MSRVTT-QA [36], TGIF-QA [15], which do not cover the emerging edited videos on social media.
Edited Video Dataset Little effort has been made to understand edited videos and only several
datasets are available for academic research in this field. Jafarian et al. [14] propose TikTok dataset
with 300 dancing videos and human masks. AutoTransition [33] collects 35k transition videos from
public video templates on social media platforms. Recently, TikTokActions [29] collected over 28K
TikTok videos for human action recognition. Edit3K [11] has collected a set of rendered videos for
understanding 6 types of video editing components. However, none of the existing datasets contain
VQA annotation for popular edited video categories on social media.

3 EditVid-QA Benchmark

The videos in EditVid-QA are collected from two sources: 1) about 2K videos from TikTok public
videos and CapCut rendered videos, named EditedVideo2K. 2) 30K videos from Panda-70M [7] and
WebVid [5], named Panda-WebVid30K. The data distribution is shown in Table 2. We also include
qualitative examples for each data source in Fig. 1.

3.1 EditedVideo2K

We leverage short video posting and editing apps to download and render public videos from the
internet for 4 popular video editing categories, i.e., effect, funny, meme, and game.

Effect. Visual effects are very popular among edited videos, but multiple effects or filters could be
applied to the same videos, which makes it hard for annotators to create ground-truth QA pairs. To
avoid data cleaning for online videos, we adopt an off-the-shelf editing tool, i.e., CapCut [3], to render
videos with various effects. We use ImageNet-vid [8] videos as raw videos and each rendered video
only contains one effect, including video effect, animation, transition, and filter. The relatively simple
background context and the single effect setting make it easier for annotators to create ground-truth
QA pairs. The major challenge for effect videos it that the model needs to distinguish the visual effect
and the background content in the input frames, which is not considered in previous works.
Funny. Funny short videos are very popular on social media platforms. We select a group of TikTok
[4] video creators with over 1M followers and collect around 1K videos with "funny" in the hashtag.
Most of the funny points lie in the vision content, e.g., a funny-looking pet, an interesting movement,
a weird gesture, etc. It might be easy to generate descriptions or answer factual questions for these
videos, but funny points usually require background knowledge and reasoning to understand, which
could be challenging for existing LMMs.
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Table 2: The video and question-answer (QA) statistics of the proposed EditVid-QA benchmark.

EditedVideo2K Panda-WebVid30K

Effect Funny Meme Game Reasoning Temporal

Evaluation #Video 99 101 100 62 - -
#QA 121 138 104 76 - -

Training #Video 870 420 520 437 29,842 9,842
#QA 3,320 1,680 1,924 1,723 145,500 49,210

What type of visual effect is 
being used to transition 
between the scenes?

……

The dog's reaction when popcorn is tossed at it is one of bewildered enthusiasm turning into hilarious futility. Initially, the dog appears excited 
and expectant, probably recognizing the popcorn as a treat and preparing to catch it. However, as the popcorn begins to bounce off its face and 
head, the dog seems unable to catch any in its mouth, despite the large amount of pop corn falling towards it. The humor in this situation comes 
from the juxtaposition of the dog's eager anticipation and its complete inability to succeed at the task of catching the popcorn.

……

The video humorously shows a situation where a staff steals by cutting of a center part of the pizza, and putting back the rest as if it is still a 
whole round pizza.

……

The game shown in the video frames appears to be a 3D obstacle course game. The objective of the game is to navigate a block-shaped vehicle 
through various obstacles and challenges without falling off the course or crashing into obstacles. The player must carefully steer the vehicle left 
and right to avoid obstacles such as traffic cones, barriers, and moving platforms. The goal is to reach the finish line or complete the course without 
losing. If the player fails to avoid an obstacle or falls off the course, the game displays a "YOU LOSE" message along with "GAME OVER".

……

Yes, a car drove into the sinkhole that had formed due to the 
break and was partially submerged in the water and mud, 
indicating it would require retrieval and possibly significant repair.

……

Upon completing the mixing process and shaking the content in 
the metallic container, the individual proceeds to pour the mixed 
drink into a cocktail glass.

……

The visual effect being used to transition between the scenes is called a "cube transition." This effect gives the illusion of a 3D cube rotating to 
reveal the next scene. The first scene is displayed on one face of the cube, and as the cube rotates, the next scene appears on the adjacent face. 
The transition is smooth and seamless, adding depth and dynamic movement to the video. It is often used to add visual interest and engage the 
viewer during scene changes.

What reaction does the dog 
have when the popcorn is 
thrown at it, and why is it 
humorous?

What is the overall theme or 
scenario being portrayed in the 
video?

What is the objective of the 
game shown in the video?

Was any vehicle caught in the incident, and what was its 
condition?

After completing the mixing process, what does the person do 
with the prepared drink?

Effect

Funny

Meme

Game

Reasoning

Temporal

EditedVideo2K

Panda-WebVid30K

Figure 1: Example video frames and QA pairs of the proposed EditVid-QA dataset. Watermarks are
removed for anonymity. Best viewed on the screen with zoom-in.
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Meme. Meme videos are also funny but in a different way. It usually contains text overlay or
emoji as the major storyline or theme of the video, which often reflects the thoughts/feelings of
the audience or involves ironic jokes. The visual content itself may not be funny, but the overall
ironic point can easily go viral on social media platforms. We ask annotators to manually select 1K
TikTok [4] meme videos from a candidate pool. To understand meme videos, the model must have
outstanding OCR performance to catch the major theme and connect the text theme to the visual
content based on background knowledge.
Game. Game videos are usually captured with a phone camera with game tools following manually
designed game logic, e.g., control the motorcycle with nose or phone pose so that it drives to
destination. These videos look dramatically different from regular videos and the game logic requires
strong background knowledge to understand from visual input. Also, one often needs to watch till
the end of the video to get the overall logic of the game, e.g., win/lose or the score. We collect
800 TikTok [4] videos with popular game tools and filter out the invalid videos with the wrong
category or low quality. The major challenge is the limited visual clue, i.e., there is no written game
rule in the video and the models need to consider a wide range of frames to understand the game logic.

Annotation. Given the extracted frames of each video, we first adopt GPT-4V to generate 5 questions
related to the corresponding category with an in-context example, e.g., a typical question for "effect"
is: "What visual effect is applied in this video?" Detailed example prompts are included in the
supplementary material. Then the answer is generated with GPT-4V using the question and video
frames as input. We find that GPT-4V answers have extremely high accuracy on "meme" videos, but
the accuracy is relatively low on the other three categories.

As for the evaluation set, we randomly select around 100 videos from each category and ask annotators
to rewrite the incorrect answers. If all the QAs are wrong, the annotators will create at least one
QA pair using a list of template questions (examples included in the supplementary material). The
rest videos are adopted for training and the annotators select all the correct QA pairs from GPT-4V
without rewriting, resulting in a small-scale training set. The size of this dataset is relatively small,
but it provides valuable insight into the benefit of using edited videos as training.

3.2 Panda-WebVid30K

Most of the previous works are trained on the 100K data from VideoChatGPT [25] which is created
with GPT-3.5 with more risk of hallucination than GPT-4V. We take advantage of GPT-4V to create a
set of high-quality instruction-tuning data, i.e., Panda-WebVid30K, as a good complement to existing
datasets. Instead of focusing on factual questions, our training data is created with two types of
prompts, i.e., reasoning and temporal. The reasoning QAs pairs help the model generalize on edited
videos which involves understanding high-level concepts. Temporal QAs pairs enhance the ability of
theme/logic understanding from a wide range of frames.

The source videos consist of 20K videos randomly sampled from the WebVid dataset and 9.8K
videos from Panda70M dataset which are selected based on a maximum duration of 45 seconds. We
extract 10 frames uniformly from each video as the visual input of GPT-4V and generate 5 QA pairs.
Both WebVid and Panda70M source videos are used for generating reasoning QA pairs, and only
Panda70M is used for temporal QA pairs because WebVid videos are mostly single-action shots.

3.3 Evaluation Metrics

The predominant evaluation protocol is proposed in VideoChatGPT [25], where model predictions
and ground-truth answers are sent to GPT-3.5 judge to generate a score in [0,5]. However, we find
that GPT-3.5 judge has a bias toward certain patterns of answers, e.g., a sorry-style answer (see
examples in Fig. 2 (a)). Table 1 shows that a naive sorry answer can significantly outperform existing
LMMs on the correctness score of VideoChatGPT [25] benchmark, while GPT-4 judge can solve
the sorry-style bias for most categories. Fig. 2 (b) shows that GPT-3.5 judge could also be biased
toward negative answers, e.g., claiming there is no object. Sometimes the GPT-3.5 judge would put
punishment on providing more details than ground-truth answer (Fig. 2 (c), (d)), which is correct
to some extent. However, GPT-4 judge tends to give a high score for such detailed answers based
on background knowledge. Overall, we observe that GPT-4 has better judgment than GPT-3.5 on
scoring the correctness of predictions with given ground-truth answers.
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The man was holding a disk in his right hand.

What was the man holding in his right hand?

The man is not holding anything in his right hand in 
these images. He appears to be in the middle of a hammer 
throw, and it's likely that he has just released the hammer. 
The hammer itself is not visible in his hands in any of these 
photos.

(a) v_-MbZ-W0AbN0.mp4

An advertisement for furniture polish and 
leather shine on a black screen is being shown at the start of 
the video. A clip of a can of polish on a tile floor is also 
displayed.

What is being shown on the screen at the start of the video?

Sorry, I can't help with that.

(b) v_-6dz6tBH77I.mp4

After swinging the hammer around his body 
twice, the man then swings it two more times while turning 
before releasing it through the open side of the cage.

What does the man do with the hammer after he swings it 
around his body?

After swinging the hammer around his body, the man 
releases it to throw it as far as possible. This sequence of 
movements is part of the hammer throw event in track and 
field athletics. The athlete spins several times to build 
momentum before letting go of the hammer to achieve 
maximum distance.

(d) v_B3xMfP_UOt4.mp4

As he approaches the high jump bar, the man 
clears it by flopping backward over the bar.

What does the man do as he approaches the high jump bar?

The sequence of images shows an athlete performing 
a high jump at a track and field event. The athlete starts by 
preparing and focusing on the jump, then approaches the bar 
with a sprint, transitioning into a leap. The momentum carries 
the athlete into an arching motion over the high jump bar, 
leading with one leg and then curving the body to avoid 
contact with the bar. Finally, the athlete completes the jump, 
landing on the mat on the other side. It is a complex and 
highly technical athletic movement that requires speed, 
agility, and precision.

(c) v_1d_U_2HIPmY.mp4

Figure 2: Comparison between GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 judge on VideoChatGPT dataset [25]. The two
GPT judges could be inconsistent for some cases.

To establish more convincing evaluation metrics, we follow the previous evaluation prompts but
replace the GPT-3.5 with GPT-4 as the judge and add keyword filtering for sorry-style keywords.
We find that the results from GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 judge could be very different for the same method,
and the ranking of different methods could also be inconsistent (Table 4 in Sec. 4.2), indicating the
necessity of changing GPT judge.

4 Experiment

4.1 Implementation Details

All the models are implemented with Pytorch [28] and trained with AdamW [23] optimizer. Mistral-
Ins-0.2 [16] is adopted as LLM and CLIP [30] is used as the vision backbone. For the pre-training
stage of LLaMA-VID models, we only update the MLP projector with the learning rate of 1e-3. In
the instruction tuning stage, we update both the projector and the LLM with the learning rate of 1e-6.
We train the model for one full epoch using Deepspeed [31] ZeRO-2. For all training videos, we
extract the frames at 1 fps (frame per second) and each frame is resized to the resolution of 224×224.
The whole training process takes approximately 30 hours on 32 A100 GPUs. We use the Azure API
for all the GPT calls, including GTP-3.5 (turbo), GPT-4, and GPT-4V. We use 10 input frames when
calling GPT-4V because of the maximum limit of Azure [1] service.

4.2 Benchmarking State-of-the-art Methods

We benchmark open-source state-of-the-art video LMMs on the EditVid-QA, ActivityNet-QA,
and VideoChatGPT benchmarks using the official GitHub repositories, including Video-LLaVA
[21], Video-ChatGPT [25], VideoChat [18], LLaMA-VID [20]. We select the 7B configuration for
all models for fair comparison. The performance of GPT-4V is also included for reference. To
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed training data, we adopt LLaVA-VID as our baseline
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Table 3: Performance comparison between the proposed models and state-of-the-art video LMM
methods on proposed EditVid-QA evaluation set. The performance is reported in the form of x/y
indicating accuracy and score from GPT-4 judge with keyword filtering, i.e., removing invalid answers
with "sorry" or "apologize". The same GPT-4 version (0613) is used for all methods in this table. †
denotes the reproduced version using Mistral.

Method LLM Effect Funny Meme Game Avg.

GPT-4V(Azure) [26] NA 44.6 / 2.3 49.3 / 2.5 80.6 / 4.1 61.8 / 3.0 59.1 / 3.0

LLaVA-NeXT-Video-7B [2] Vicuna-1.5-7B 23.9 / 1.4 29.7 / 1.8 26.0 / 1.9 28.9 / 1.7 27.1 / 1.7

Video-LLaVA [21] Vicuna-1.5-7B 15.7 / 0.9 18.8 / 1.3 11.5 / 0.9 18.4 / 1.2 16.1 / 1.1
Video-ChatGPT [25] Vicuna-7B 13.2 / 0.8 20.3 / 1.3 13.5 / 1.0 14.5 / 1.2 15.4 / 1.1
VideoChat [18] Vicuna-7B 19.8 / 1.0 18.8 / 1.2 16.3 / 1.2 18.4 / 1.3 18.3 / 1.2
VideoChat2 [19] Vicuna-7B 24.8 / 1.1 21.7 / 1.4 11.5 / 1.1 18.4 / 1.1 19.1 / 1.2
LLaMA-VID [20] Vicuna-1.5-7B 6.6 / 0.6 29.0 / 1.6 15.4 / 1.1 11.5 / 0.9 15.6 / 1.1
†LLaMA-VID [20] Mistral-Ins-0.2-7B 8.3 / 0.7 18.8 / 1.3 14.4 / 1.1 22.4 / 1.4 16.0 / 1.1
†LLaMA-VID + Our Data Mistral-Ins-0.2-7B 13.2 / 0.9 34.8 / 1.9 18.3 / 1.2 46.1 / 2.4 28.1 / 1.6

Table 4: Performance comparison between the proposed models and state-of-the-art video LMM meth-
ods on ActivityNet-QA (AN-QA) datasets and the VideoChatGPT benchmark [25]. The abbreviations
CI, DO, CU, TU, CO denote the correctness of information, detail orientation, context understanding,
temporal understanding, and consistency. The performance on ActivityNet-QA datasets is reported in
the form of x/y indicating accuracy and score from GPT-4/3.5 judge with keywords filtering, i.e.,
removing invalid answers with "sorry" or "apologize". The same GPT-4 (0613) and GPT-3.5-turbo
(0301) versions are used for all methods in this table. † denotes the reproduced version using Mistral.

Judge Method LLM AN-QA VideoChatGPT

CI DO CU TU CO

GPT-4

GPT-4V(Azure) [26] NA 43.1 / 2.1 2.5 2.6 2.8 1.6 2.6
Video-LLaVA [21] Vicuna-1.5-7B 42.6 / 2.1 2.2 2.1 2.6 1.9 2.4
Video-ChatGPT [25] Vicuna-7B 39.7 / 2.0 1.6 1.6 2.0 1.4 1.7
VideoChat [18] Vicuna-7B 29.4 / 1.4 1.5 1.9 1.9 1.2 1.2
LLaMA-VID [20] Vicuna-1.5-7B 42.8 / 2.1 2.2 2.2 2.6 1.9 2.3
†LLaMA-VID [20] Mistral-Ins-0.2-7B 39.8 / 2.0 1.7 1.8 2.1 1.5 1.8
†LLaMA-VID + Our Data Mistral-Ins-0.2-7B 42.2 / 2.1 1.8 2.1 2.2 1.6 1.6

GPT-3.5

GPT-4V(Azure) [26] NA 55.4 / 2.8 3.0 2.8 3.1 2.1 2.7
Video-LLaVA [21] Vicuna-1.5-7B 49.7 / 3.5 2.2 2.1 2.6 1.9 2.5
Video-ChatGPT [25] Vicuna-7B 48.3 / 3.4 2.4 2.6 2.7 2.2 2.3
VideoChat [18] Vicuna-7B 44.1 / 2.6 1.5 1.9 1.9 1.2 1.2
LLaMA-VID [20] Vicuna-1.5-7B 50.4 / 3.5 2.8 2.9 3.1 2.5 2.6
†LLaMA-VID [20] Mistral-Ins-0.2-7B 47.1 / 3.3 2.3 2.5 2.7 2.3 2.2
†LLaMA-VID + Our Data Mistral-Ins-0.2-7B 53.5 / 3.3 2.4 2.7 2.9 2.0 2.2

method because of its simple training paradigm, and train it with the proposed data recipe, denoted as
"†LLaMA-VID + Our Data". Due to potential legal issues of LLaMA2, we replaced the Vicuna 1.5
[38] in LLaMA-VID with Mistral, and the reproduced version is marked with †. LLaVA-NeXT [2] is
released very recently with a much better performance than published works due to more advanced
training recipe and architecture, but the training code is not available. Other concurrent models are
included in supplementary material.

In Table 3, we benchmark the state-of-the-art video LMMs on the proposed EditVid-QA evaluation
set with GPT-4 judge. The industrial model, GPT-4V [26], achieves the best performance with a large
margin over open-source models. However, the accuracy of GPT-4V on three categories is still lower
than 65%, indicating the proposed EditVid-QA benchmark is extremely challenging. GPT-4V has a
high accuracy on "Meme" categories because of its strong multi-lingual OCR ability and background
knowledge. In contrast, open-source 7B models do not generalize well on the four categories of
edited videos. The accuracy of existing models is lower than 30% for all categories. Compared to the
baseline "†LLaMA-VID" model, adding our training data brings a decent performance boost over all
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Table 5: Performance comparison of the proposed method with different instruction-tuning datasets.
EditedVideo2K is used for an additional final-stage fine-tuning because of its data size. All the
models are trained with LLaMA-VID architecture and Mistral-7B. The abbreviations CI, DO, CU,
TU, CO denote correctness of information, detail orientation, context understanding, temporal
understanding, and consistency. The performance on AC-QA and EditVid-QA is reported in the form
of x/y indicating accuracy and score from GPT-4 judge. Here VC100K, PW30K, EV2K denote the
VideoChatGPT100K, Panda-Web30K, and EditedVideo2K.

Instruction Data EditVid-QA VideoChatGPT

VC100K PW30K EV2K Effect Funny Meme Game Avg. CI DO CU TU CO

✓ 8.3 / 0.7 18.8 / 1.3 14.4 / 1.1 22.4 / 1.4 16.0 / 1.1 1.7 1.8 2.1 1.5 1.8
✓ 8.3 / 0.6 22.5 / 1.5 11.5 / 0.9 13.2 / 1.0 13.9 / 1.0 1.7 1.7 2.0 1.6 1.6

✓ ✓ 14.0 / 0.8 30.4 / 1.8 13.5 / 1.1 25.0 / 1.6 20.7 / 1.3 1.8 1.8 2.2 1.7 1.7
✓ ✓ ✓ 13.2 / 0.9 34.8 / 1.9 18.3 / 1.2 46.1 / 2.4 28.1 / 1.6 1.8 2.1 2.2 1.6 1.6

4 categories, especially on "Funny" (+16%) and "Game" (+23.7%). The average performance of
"†LLaMA-VID + Our Data" is much better than other published open-source models.

We also benchmark the performance of LMMs on academic datasets, i.e., ActivityNet-QA [37] and
VideoChatGPT [25], with both GPT-4 and GPT-3.5 judges in Table 4 with keywords filtering for sorry-
style answers. For GPT-4 judge, we do not observe a significant performance gap between GPT-4V
and open-source LMMs. LLaMA-VID, "†LLaMA-VID" and "†LLaMA-VID + Our Data" performs
on par with GPT-4V on ActivityNet-QA, but they have relatively low accuracy on VideoChatGPT
benchmark. Adding the proposed training data also shows a consistent performance boost across
different metrics.

Another key observation is the inconsistency between GPT-4 and GPT-3.5 judges, i.e., the rank of
different models could be different when GPT judge is changed. For example, our model achieves
53.5% accuracy on ActivityNet-QA based on GPT-3.5 judge which is better than other published
open-source models, but the GPT-4 judge score is similar to other models, e.g., "LLaMA-VID" and
"Video-LLaVA". On the other hand, video-LLaVA shows relatively low accuracy when evaluated
with GPT-3.5 judge, but the performance of Video-LLaVA is better than other open-source models
on most metrics. Therefore, it is necessary to switch to GPT-4 judge for a more reliable evaluation.

4.3 Ablation Study

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed training data, we conduct a detailed ablation study
on different training data combinations in Table 5. The first three rows show that the combination
of VideoChatGPT100K and the proposed Panda-WebVid30K performs much better than using only
one training dataset. The performance is improved on all four categories. Since EditedVideo2K
contains much fewer videos than other datasets, we adopt it for a final fine-tuning stage by default,
i.e., first train with other data and then fine-tune with EditedVideo2K. Intuitively the EditedVideo2K
should have a similar distribution as the evaluation videos, but performance improvements for the four
categories are quite different. The most significant improvement is observed for the "Game" category,
possibly due to the similarity between the logic of different games. The performance improvement
on "Meme" and "Funny" are moderate, because these two categories rely on background knowledge
and reasoning capability, which is hard to be boosted by small-scale fine-tuning. The yes/no accuracy
on "Effect" is slightly lower, but the score is slightly improved. The 2K data does not help the model
distinguish the artifactual patterns or geometric transformations in visual effect from the raw video
content. It is worth exploring scalable training data creation strategies in the future. Overall, adding
EditedVideo2K for training is still beneficial for the generalization of LMMs on edited videos.

4.4 Qualitative Results

In Fig. 3, we provide three cases on EditVid-QA benchmark to illustrate the prediction of LLaMA-
VID trained with our data, denoted as "Ours". We add the results of GPT-4V for reference. Some
cases are challenging even for GPT-4V while our re-trained model provides good answers, e.g., the
first and third cases. However, we also observe hallucinations and poor OCR capacity of our model in
the second case, i.e., the cat meme video. Both the architecture and training data need to be improved
for better generalization performance on edited videos.
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How does the cat's expression change throughout 
the sequence of events?

The cat's expression changes 
from a relaxed, somewhat sleepy or 
content look to one of shock or 
surprise. Initially, the cat's eyes are 
partially closed and it appears calm. 
As the sequence progresses, another 
cat comes into view, at which point 
the first cat's eyes widen 
significantly and it seems to adopt a 
startled or surprised demeanor.

In the video, the white cat swings its 
head in an exaggerated way, which gives a human-like 
impression of the cat being nervous and cautious. The 
cat's mouth moves in a way as if it is talking to the 
other cat, which adds to humorous tone of the video.

The cat's expression changes from a neutral or slightly curious stance to a more animated 
and engaged posture. Initially, the cat appears to be observing something with interest, as 
indicated by the slightly tilted head and the eyes focused on the object. As the sequence 
progresses, the cat's ears perk up, and the eyes widen, suggesting a heightened level of interest 
or surprise. The cat's body language also becomes more dynamic, with the tail possibly 
twitching or moving, which is a common sign of excitement or anticipation in cats. The final 
frames show the cat with an open mouth and a more pronounced expression of surprise or 
amusement, as if it has been caught off guard or is reacting to something unexpected. Overall, 
the cat's expression evolves from a passive observer to an active participant in the event, 
reflecting a range of emotions from curiosity to surprise and amusement.

What type of game is depicted in the video?

It appears to be a mobile or computer game that 
involves vehicles, possibly in an action or racing genre. The 
images show what seems to be a helicopter racing against an 
armored ground vehicle, with the final images indicating a 
victory or win scenario, as signified by the "WIN!" graphic. 
The graphics suggest it might be a casual game or a simple 
racing game with military-themed vehicles.

The game depicted in the video 
frames is a helicopter landing game where the 
player controls the movement of a helicopter to 
land it on the launchpad on a moving truck.

The video appears to depict a helicopter game, where the 
player controls a helicopter to navigate through obstacles and 
possibly complete missions or objectives. The frames show the 
helicopter approaching a landing pad, suggesting that the game 
may involve landing challenges or tasks. The presence of a 
"WIN!" graphic in one of the frames indicates that the player has 
successfully completed a level or task within the game.

……

……

What theme is being humorously portrayed in the video?

The video uses a type of humor known as 
"anthropomorphism," where animals are given human-like characteristics or 
behaviors. In this video, a cat joins two other cats who are walking on a 
treadmill, which humorously mimics the scene when friends call for a walk.

……

The video humorously portrays a pair of cats 
on a treadmill, as a play on the concept of going out 
for a walk with friends. With text on-screen that says 
"POV: friends called for a walk," it gives the 
perspective as if you are joining your friends-the cats-
for some exercise on a treadmill instead of an outdoor 
stroll. The whimsical nature of cats walking on a 
treadmill as if they were humans provides a comedic 
twist to the expectation of what a walk entails.

The video appears to be humorously portraying the theme of pets' reactions to 
their owners' exercise routines. The text overlay "Cats reaction when their owners start 
running on the treadmill" suggests that the video is meant to be funny by showing the 
cats' amused, curious, or indifferent responses to the owner's physical activity. The 
video likely captures the cats' movements and expressions as they observe the owner 
using the treadmill, possibly with a playful or nonchalant attitude, which is a common 
source of humor in pet videos. The use of the treadmill, a piece of exercise equipment, 
in a setting where it is not typically used, such as a home, adds to the comedic effect by 
subverting expectations and highlighting the pets' unfazed or bemused reactions.

Figure 3: Qualitative results of our model and GPT-4V on the proposed EditVid-QA benchmark.
Watermarks are removed for anonymity.

5 Conclusion

We propose a new video VQA benchmark (EditVid-QA) for LMMs toward better understanding of
popular edited videos on social media platforms, as a complement to existing video LMM benchmarks.
We also identify a serious issue with the predominant evaluation metric, i.e., GPT-3.5 judge may be
biased toward certain patterns. To provide more trustful evaluation metrics, the proposed benchmark
adopts GPT-4 as the judge with manually annotated ground-truth QA pairs. We benchmark published
open-source LMMs as well as GPT-4V to facilitate future research in this field. In addition, we
propose two sets of training data to improve the generalization of LMMs on edited videos, which is
shown to be effective with detailed ablation experiments.
Limitations. One limitation is that the four categories do not fully cover the edited videos on social
media. Other categories like "Montage" or "otoMAD" videos are also popular and will be studied in
future work to evaluate the storyline understanding ability of LMMs. Videos directly generated from
text-to-video or image-to-video models could also be included in the future.
Boarder Impacts. We believe this work will facilitate future research for understanding edited videos
with LMMs. It could help social media platforms to better understand online videos, leading to better
video recommendation and creation. The authors do not foresee any negative societal impact.
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